FROM THE HEAD MASTER

PROGRESS REPORT | WOOLLAMIA FIELD STUDIES CENTRE

During the course of this week I had the opportunity to take another cross-section of Primary and Secondary staff down to our new Field Studies campus at Huskisson. As I have mentioned on previous occasions, the potential of our new campus is almost limitless in terms of integration with our broad, holistic, liberal educational offerings. Our new facility will provide not only for the ongoing delivery and development of our Year 9 extended residential programme but also for the integration of various subject areas in a curriculum sense.

In the past few weeks good progress has been made and initial earthworks are now all but complete for our purpose-built Field Studies Centre which has been designed to enhance the learning opportunities offered by this unique site. The building works have been designed to cater for groups of up to 96 students and 10 staff in two separate accommodation buildings. These living spaces will be serviced by a central hub comprising kitchen and ancillary service areas. At this stage, it is anticipated that there is every likelihood our new facilities will be ready for occupancy in Term III next year.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

It was a pleasure to acknowledge the high order achievements of our Mathematicians at Quad assembly this week (see further report in this bulletin on pages 4 and 5). These boys performed at elite levels in several of the Mathematics competitions which we participate in during the course of the year. In similar vein, it is pleasing to note and acknowledge some excellent news from our 2015 HSC cohort that Stanley Chen (13Sc) and Riley Ellis (13Mu) have been nominated for preselection in ArtExpress.

CONGRATULATIONS | Teachers’ Guild of NSW Honorary Fellowship Awarded to Mr Peter Green

Congratulations to Peter Green who was invited to have the honour of HFTGN Honorary Fellowship conferred at the recent Teachers’ Guild of NSW International Teachers’ Day for his dedicated service in education.
ACADEMIC FOCUS

PRACTICE OF TEACHING AT TRINITY CONFERENCE (POTT)

Integral to our ongoing commitment to enhance the quality of a Trinity education is our annual Practice of Teaching at Trinity (POTT) Conference. This was held last Thursday at our Lewisham Campus. There were a number of stimulating presentations which addressed significant "forward-focused" issues for both staff and students. These include:

> Data informed improvement
> "ELEVATE – Agile Design for High Potential Learners" project
> Explicit learning and inquiry
> Literacy development
> Formative assessment
> Field Studies Centre
> Learning in the Middle Years
> Student motivation and engagement
> Classroom observations
> Innovative learning environments

With the Head Master’s oversight the Conference also helped to form a teaching and learning road map for the year ahead with clear and explicit school-wide priorities for growth and improvement, grounded in the promotion of high expectations and a commitment to academic excellence.

The following whole-school goals form the core of the 2016 POTT Annual Plan, and come under the domains of “CPR”:

C – Curriculum, pedagogy and assessment
P – Professional practice
R – Relationships

DOMAIN 1: CURRICULUM, PEDAGOGY AND ASSESSMENT

A. Exhibit leading practice in innovative curriculum design, pedagogy and assessment to ensure every student maximises his academic potential.

B. Implement evidence-based strategies which enhance literacy and numeracy achievement from Pre-K to 12.

DOMAIN 2: PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

A. Professional learning opportunities that develop expert teachers and facilitate sharing of exemplary practice.

B. A culture where all teachers are “evaluators of their practice” with a commitment to the continuous improvement of their own teaching and student learning.

DOMAIN 3: RELATIONSHIPS

A. Teacher-student relationships that enhance boys’ motivation, engagement and achievement.

B. Utilisation of student data to inform responsive practice that enhances growth and achievement.

It is such a pleasure to work closely with so many talented educators, who have a firm commitment to providing the very best learning environment to enable our boys to realise their unique potential, passions and purpose in life.

Jason Cheers | Academic Dean

VALE JUDY CASSAB | 1920 -2015

We note the passing this week of one of Australia’s great portraitists and much-loved artists, Judy Cassab.

Under Max Taylor’s directorship, Cassab became a regular exhibitor with Delmar Gallery and was a keen supporter of the activities of the Society of the Arts. Her pensive portrait of former Head Master Mr Roderick West hangs in the Dining Hall. A plaque in Delmar Gallery bears her name, commemorating when she opened the building in 1988. When Max Taylor retired, she spoke warmly at his final assembly. As you walk around Trinity, you will often encounter one of her remarkable paintings, watercolours or drawings, which are part of Trinity’s art collection and a testament to her enduring creative spirit and vision.

Judy Cassab was born in Hungary and sought refuge in Australia after having lost her entire family at Auschwitz. She arrived in Sydney in 1951, with a letter of recommendation that secured her first portrait commission with Charles Lloyd Jones. Her painting career was meteoric, and only 18 years after settling here, her contribution to Australian art was recognized with being awarded a Commander of the British Empire. She won the Archibald Prize twice and was given an honorary doctorate by the University of Sydney. Drawing was like breathing to her. In her eighties and still painting, she was asked by a journalist when she would retire – to which she emphatically replied, not in this lifetime!

She is survived by her sons John and Peter Seed, and their children and grandchildren.

Catherine Benz
Convener, Society of the Arts and Curator, Delmar Gallery

Dear Parents,

We would like to remind you of several changes that have occurred creating a different pathway to your existing online information for current members of our community.

Importantly for you to note is the new URL address community.trinity.nsw.edu.au.

This new location community.trinity.nsw.edu.au should be your new default ‘Go to’ page for all things Trinity!

Here you may confidently obtain the latest Bulletin/Newsletter and sports fixtures. You will also be able to pay school fees, book physio appointments, order your son’s lunch and much more.

This site also contains all the other in-house information that you require with some changes made to make the user experience enjoyable. It is important that you save this new community URL to your bookmarks or favourites list.

To save this link for example, in Google Chrome, click the star icon at the top right hand side of your address bar; if you use Safari, click the bookmarks button at the top right hand side of your address bar and click favourites from the drop down list; or in Internet Explorer, select Favourites from the menu and click “add to favourites...”.

Please take the time to familiarise yourself with the new presentation and locations. Most importantly, once familiar with the site, we hope you will be able to locate and share all the information you require much more easily.

Kell Daniels | Assistant to the Head Master | Director of Creative Arts
Throughout the 2015 Academic year, the Mathematics Department submitted entries for participation in several of the highly acknowledged and rigorous Mathematics Competitions and Challenges available to Secondary School students. I am very pleased to release the Trinity Grammar School (Year 7 – 12) results for 2015 in the:

> Australian Intermediate Mathematics Olympiad (AIMO)
> Australian Mathematics Competition (AMC);
> UNSW 54th Annual School Mathematics Competition;
> Mathematics Challenge for Young Australians (MCYA) – Mathematics Challenge/Enrichment.

1. **Australian Intermediate Mathematics Olympiad (AIMO)**

This was a four-hour examination held on 8 September 2015 and was open to talented mathematicians up to Year 10 level and by invitation. This Olympiad was appropriate for those who had completed the Gauss or Noether Enrichment programme, were high achievers in the Australian Mathematics Competition and students who may have acquired knowledge of Olympiad problem solving in the past. The AIMO is one of the competitions used to determine which students are selected to a number of invitation only events run by the Australian Mathematics Trust (including other mathematics competitions, enrichment classes and training schools). It gives talented students an opportunity to be recognised and to participate in activities which could enhance their enjoyment and knowledge of mathematics.

We congratulate the following seven Trinity Grammar School entrants for their Award as follows:

- **DISTINCTION**
  - Benjamin Davies (11WJ)
- **CREDIT**
  - Alexander Luo (11WH)
  - Justin Kim (10He)
  - Nick Bouletos (9Mu)
  - Justin Teh (9Du)
  - Selwyn Chang (8Ar)
  - Michael Lin (8Fo)

2. **The 2015 Australian Mathematics Competition (AMC)**

The 2015 AMC was held on 30 July this year. Hundreds of thousands of students from over 40 countries entered this event throughout Australia, the Pacific and South East Asia Nations. This is one of the major school mathematics enrichment events available to students and is a benchmark for nurturing mathematical ability; testing everything from basic numeracy skills through to advanced problem solving skills. Trinity Grammar School entered 845 boys from Year 7 - 10 and it was optional for boys in the Senior School (11 – 12). Several boys from the Junior School participated in this event as well.

Seventy nine (79) boys received a Distinction and 230 boys received a Credit Certificate. These certificates (as well as Proficiency and Participation Certificates) were issued to boys in their Mathematics class or at a recent House meeting. We congratulate these boys for this fine achievement.

Twelve boys attained a High Distinction (being in the top 2 – 5% of entrants in their Division). We congratulate the following boys for their outstanding achievement.

**HIGH DISTINCTIONS in the:**

**Senior Division (Year 11/12: 2015)**
- Jason Fu (15/12He)
- Victor Wu (12Mu)
- Nam Phu (12Fo)

**Intermediate Division (Year 9/10: 2015)**
- Valen Zhang (11He)
- Justin Kim (10He)
- Jordan Chen (10We)

**Junior Division (Year 7/8: 2015)**
- Nick Bouletos (9Mu)
- Justin Teh (9Du)
- Selwyn Chang (8Ar)
- Michael Lin (8Fo)
- Jee Hwan Kim (8Ta)

**Upper Primary (Year 5/6: 2015)**
- Zachariah Gindy (6Fo)

**PRUDENCE AWARD**
- Valen Zhang (11He)

The Prudence Award is awarded to a participant at a school with the highest number of correct consecutive responses across all Divisions.

3. **The 54th UNSW 2015 Annual School Mathematics Competition**

The UNSW School Mathematics Competition has been run each year since 1962. It was open to participation by secondary school students in New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory. It is run in two divisions: Junior, up to and including Year 10 and Senior, Years 11 and 12. The competition is designed to assess mathematical insight and ingenuity rather than efficiency.
in tackling routine examples. The competition was a three-hour open-book exam held at the School on 10 June, 2015.

Of the 5 entries we submitted in this competition, the following boys are to be congratulated on their achievement at the level of High Distinction (HD) or Credit (C).

> Victor WU (12Mu) Senior Division HD
> Nam Phu (12Fo) Senior Division HD
> Benjamin Davies (11WJ) Junior Division C

4. Mathematics Challenge for Young Australians (MCYA)

Mathematics Challenge

The Mathematics Challenge was held in Term 2 this year. Entrants had to submit solutions to several problems in different Stages (Primary/Junior or Intermediate depending on their academic year). Congratulations to the boys that received one of the 15 Distinctions or one of the 44 Credits that have been issued their certificates at a House meeting or in their Mathematics class respectively. We are very pleased to announce the following two recipients of the High Distinction Award.

> Alec Silins (9Sc)
> Michael Lin (8Fo)

Mathematics Enrichment

The Mathematics Enrichment stage was held in Term 2/3 of the last academic year. The problems in the Enrichment Stage were generally based on topics studied in the Student Notes provided in the various editions – including Newton, Dirichlet, Euler, Gauss, Noether or Pólya. In the Student Notes there are a number of examples and exercises with solutions for most topics so that students had an opportunity to study similar questions to the given problems.

Congratulations to the boys who received one of the 31 Credits. They have been issued their certificates at a House meeting. We are very pleased to announce the following three recipients of the Distinction Award.

> Tallis Coman (10Yo)
> Nicholas Liadinata (9Fo)
> Selwyn Chang (8Ar)
> Andreas Skotadis (9Ke)

Edward Habkouk | Dean of Mathematics

THE TAS 7-11 2015 EXHIBITION WINNERS

The TAS 7-11 2015 Exhibition winners with Mr Peter Green and Ms Jennifer Nixon at Quad Assembly.

from left to right:
Year 7 Craftsman Phillip Pignataro (7Yo)
Year 8 Craftsman Harrison Layton (8Du)
Year 9 Craftsman Tallis Coman (9Yo), Designer William Raptis (10Ta), Graphic Artist Jerry Ren (10Ke)
Year 10 Craftsman Andrew O’Dea (10La) (absent)
Year 8 Designer Andrew Gabriel (9Hi)
Year 10 Designer Stephen Kim (10WH)
**SOCIETY OF THE ARTS**

**2016 SOCIETY OF THE ARTS SCHOLARSHIPS**

Applications are invited from Year 11 visual arts, drama and music students. [Click here to download the application form](#).

Applications close Monday 16 November.

Contact: Catherine Benz, Convenor, Society of the Arts

email cbenz@trinity.nsw.edu.au

---

**DIARY DATE**

**JANUSZ WAWROWSKI**

(Poland) Solo violin

Thursday 26 November, 7.30pm – Orchestra Room

Hailed as “one of Poland’s brightest young talents” (Strings), virtuoso violinist Janusz Wawrowski is held in the highest regard for his “utmost artistry and musical conviction” (The Strad).

As a very young student, he shot to prominence with an extraordinary performance in one evening of all 24 Caprices by Paganini, which he recorded in 2007 as his first CD.

In 2013 he signed a multi-year contract with Warner Music and will be recording next year with the BBC Symphony Orchestra. He has performed in concert halls around the world, from the Berliner Philharmonie to Piotr Tchaikovsky’s Conservatory in Moscow and many more.

He will be coming to Sydney on the invitation of Kambala, and we are thrilled he has agreed to give this recital at the conclusion of his visit.

Bookings open now!

Book online at www.trybooking.com/IXNU

Tickets from $20.

---

**NEW SUMMER HILL AUXILIARY AGM DATE**

The Summer Hill Auxiliary AGM meeting has been moved to Tuesday, 10th November at 6.15pm in the Dining Hall.

---

**NEW P & F MEETING DATE**

The next P & F meeting will take place on Tuesday Night the 10th November at 7.30pm in the Terrace Room.

---

**TRINITY GRAMMAR SCHOOL**

**School Prayer**

Parents and friends are most welcome to come and pray for our boys and the School, on Tuesdays between 8.30am and 9.30am. The Prayer Mornings are run on a rotational basis, on alternate weeks, at the Preparatory School campus (see the Preparatory School News for further details) and the Summer Hill School campus.

**Junior, Middle and Senior Schools Summer Hill** – meet at reception in the Junior School Building, on even weeks of term (Weeks 2, 4, 6, 8,)

**Term 4** November 10th, 24th

Come and join us so we can encourage each other, help form a sense of community within the School, and genuinely bring the needs of the School community before our great God.

**Summer Hill contacts**

> Greg Webster | Senior Chaplain, Summer Hill
  email gwebster@trinity.nsw.edu.au

> Margaret Chu (Summer Hill)
  mobile 0433 124 523

---

**TRINITY FAMILY FIESTA**

**SILENT AUCTION DONATIONS NEEDED**

Before you know it, our 2015 Family Fiesta will be on! We are seeking donations for items to be sold in the Silent Auction. You can help by sending in meal vouchers for restaurants, items used in leisure activities, vouchers for ‘experiences’, sporting memorabilia, jewellery, homewares, vouchers for music lessons, floral arrangements or beauty treatments… The list is endless! For more information contact:

Fiona Davies

mobile 0417 448 663 email talk2fi@gmail.com

---

www.trinity.nsw.edu.au
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Ages ago some shepherd on a hillside may have blown into a hollow reed producing a pleasant sound and thus music may have been created! Whatever its origin, Wednesday November 5 in the Orchestra Room heard from the descendants of that supposed shepherd the most magnificent performances by students who were the finalists in the 2015 Concerto Competition. The audience was surrounded by music which soared to the heights in a most accomplished cascade of brilliant talent, for these performers were the crème de la crème of our music students. I have been privileged to write a report of this event for many years, but am pleased here for our Musical Administration assistant Ms Holly Champion, to give her excellent review of the pieces played.

Brendan Chew (6Hi) from the Preparatory School opened the concert, delighting us with his rich and mellow timbre on cello, playing the ‘Vivace’ from a Baroque-era Concertino. Though Brendan was the only Junior/Prep finalist, the adjudicator, master violinist Mr Michael O’Dea, was happy to say that despite this, Brendon was definitely worthy of the trophy. The Middle School section featured three diverse but very fine performances. Samuel Gorman (9Hi) sang a lovely rendition of the aria from the opera Orfeo Ed Euridice, where Orpheus mourns the loss of his beloved. Violinist John Choi (8He) played a brilliant ‘Winter’ from Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons. Trumpeter Alec Silins (9Sc) achieved a strong yet smooth timbre. John was awarded the prize, Mr O’Dea noting that singing and trumpet playing take time to develop, and that exciting futures await these performers. Though many of the performers in the Senior Section are barely out of Middle School, they were frankly dazzling. High-lights were Andrew Kim’s (10We) glittering clarinet arpeggios, Monty Guo’s (10Ke) violin pyrotechnics and Calvin Li’s (10Ar) moving rendition of the First Movement of Elgar’s Cello Concerto. The two stand-out performances of the evening were David Carreon’s (10St) captivating First Movement of the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto in E Minor, and Brian Kim’s (11WH) incredible Third Movement from the little-known Concierto Pastoral by Rodrigo. Brian’s superior stagecraft won him the prize, but both young men undoubtedly have brilliant musical futures!. Mr O’Dea summed up the evening by saying: “Wonderful musicians. I heard some amazing playing today.” I could not agree more.

There is no doubt that the highest praise is due to the Music Staff, the parents, and of course, the boys, for producing so excellent an evening’s music.

Ron Ogier | Publications Editorial

WINNERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Winner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Junior Section</td>
<td>Brendan Chew (6Hi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle School Section</td>
<td>John Choi (8He)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior School Section</td>
<td>Brian Kim (11WH)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Come Fiesta Day – this year now only twenty-two days away! – most of those who attend are happy just to enjoy the great food, the rides, the bargains, the entertainments, the silent auction, scarcely giving a thought to the interesting fact that its preparation began almost as soon as the preceding year’s Fiesta was done, while 24 hours before the Day, and less than 24 hours after the Day, there was no trace at all of the Fiesta to be seen in the School grounds, such is the efficiency of its organisation! I was privileged this year to attend a meeting of the Auxiliary Committee who are the organizers of this festive day. I can only say that I was most impressed by the pages – large pages at that! – of spread sheets and other documents which gave in the most exacting detail all the work that has been done so far, is still being done this very week, and much which is still yet to be done, by a most dedicated and tireless group of people from whose effort springs the Fiesta! What phone calls, what texting, what checking of multitudinous regulations, what organising of food and materials, what bringing in of rides is needed! Of course one realises vaguely that someone does the work, but it was a real eye-opener to have that glimpse into what the Committee does. Our grateful thanks are most definitely due to them – and for our part – those who are the attendees – our job is to come along and give our support to the Fiesta, on Saturday November 28th and make it the success the organisers deserve!

Ron Ogier

Members of the Parents’ and Friends’ Association at a committee meeting this week for the Fiesta. left to right: John Mayers, Dale Chaffey, Kay White, Carolyn Tran, Fiona Davies, James Trevena, Rachel Simpson.
TRINITY FAMILY FIESTA

LOOK! ON THE HORIZON OUR COMING FIESTA!
OF ALL FETES IN THE CITY THE BIESTA:
SO PUT DOWN THE DATE,
NOVEMBER TWO-EIGHT,
AND ENJOY ALL THE FUN WITH GREAT ZIESTA!

Ron Ogier

FROM THE CLOTHING SHOP

All boys who would like lines on their blazers, please bring their blazer to the Clothing Shop so the embroidery can be done. Coats will be accepted up to Monday 9th November for lines.

If any coat is soiled it must be dry-cleaned, as demanded by health and safety, before any embroidery is attempted.

OPENING HOURS

Monday to Friday 8.30am to 4.00pm
School Holidays 8.30am to 3.45pm

Please refer to the Record Book for Saturday opening times.

INVITATION TO MUSIC EVENING

Tuesday 10th November (Week 6)
Orchestra Room, Roderick West School of Music, 7pm

Featuring:
> performances by senior ensembles
> a presentation from the Acting Director of Music Performance
> an opportunity to speak to individual teachers about your child’s musical aspirations and development as they enter Middle School at Trinity.

You are warmly invited to the
Trinity Connection Christmas Lunch
Saturday 28th November at 12noon
at the “Gardens on Forest” 764 Forest Road, Peakhurst

Cost $55 per head
RSVP to Liisa Chappelow by 21st November
phone 9581 6024 or email lchappelow@trinity.nsw.edu.au
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High Tea in the Terrace Room

hosted by the Summer Hill Auxiliary
A new Fiesta Event

Meet your friends and relatives for an end of year catch-up in the air-conditioned comfort of the Terrace Room

Sweet and savoury treats plus tea and coffee for $20 pp

Pre-book your place now to avoid disappointment.

Two sessions and only 60 seats per session are available: 11am-12noon and 12:30pm-1:30pm

Click here to book your place now.

The Terrace Room is located up the stairs outside the Cafeteria. Disabled access is available with prior notice.

TRINITY CONNECTION NEWS

We are pleased to announce that at the Trinity Connection AGM on Saturday 17th October, the following office bearers were elected:

President Yolla Yarad
Vice president Julie Carrington
Secretary Liisa Chappelow
Treasurer School Accountant
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NEWS FROM
THE ARTHUR HOLT LIBRARY

MOVEMBER

The world of literature has given us some truly great moustaches. Observe the wondrous examples of hirsuteness sported by Orwell, Shakespeare, Kipling, Hemingway, Conan Doyle, and Twain.

Why am I looking at these authors, you ask? Because MOVEMBER has hit the Library this week and the library team is celebrating! For 30 days we’ll get hairy, get active and get talking to help men live happier, healthier and longer lives.

There are a few surprises around the library, with paper-moustachioed librarian Mo Sistas (and one MoBro) and book covers adorned with facial hair. Come to the library and help us support those members of staff who are growing a moustache to raise awareness and funds for men’s health. Cast your vote for the best moustache! Or come in and have a photo taken with a fake mo!

As per last year – photos, best-mo prizes & lots of fun guaranteed!!!

Something every day in the Library

> Monday: It’s Cryptic!
  Students and teachers at Mind Monday worked on their cryptic crossword skills.
> Tuesday: Don’t Hold Your Breath…
  Ms. Mileto shared the fascinating presentation by magician/endurance artist David Blaine about how he held his breath for seventeen minutes! Bizarre but true!
> Wednesday: Pinterest for Teaching and Learning
  Mrs. Paterson gave some tips for how to use Pinterest in the classroom. See her presentation here.
> Thursday: Throwback Thursday
  Students travelled back in time and played Connect 4, Trionimoes, Mastermind and, yes, Giant Jenga!
> Friday: Bookface Friday
  Mr. Whitehall and Ms. Herlinger put their faces in a picture book to promote quiet reading in the Library.

Tabatha Paterson | Teacher Librarian

Find out what Boarding at Trinity can offer your son.

Full, Weekly and Day Boarding vacancies for 2016 are now available.

Contact Mr Rod Fitch, Boarding House Master to find out more.

phone 9581 6068
email rfitch@trinity.nsw.edu.au
CAS ROUND 3 vs KNOX

1ST V TAKE TOP SPOT WITH A EMPHATIC WIN

1ST V
Trinity moved to the top of the CAS ladder with a hard fought fourteen point win over Knox and ending the Black and Blue’s four game steak over the Bottle Greens. Despite Jayden Tanevski’s (12La) explosive start on offence with four straight baskets, Knox held the early advantage at the end of the first period with a seven-point lead. After a few adjustments the Firsts began to roll as a unit defensively, holding Knox to just ten points for the second quarter. Davo Hickey (11Ke) and Tom Mackenzie (11WJ) added some spark off the bench; while Jayden Tanevski was unstoppable offensively pouring in 18 points for the half and giving Trinity back the lead at the main break (40-36).

Another strong quarter defensively extended Trinity’s lead to ten points in the third period, with Riley Smith (12Ke) once again dominating on the boards and also finding open teammates with some precision passing for easy baskets. Trinity began to take control at both ends and point guard Jake Kerry (11Ho) looked menacing as he attacked the Knox basket with dissecting drives. Jarryd Fernandes (12La) took over the bulk of the scoring in the second half with 17 tough points and countless rebounds to see Trinity finish with an impressive victory (76-62).

Leading Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Rebounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jayden Tanevski</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarryd Fernandes</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Smith</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2ND V GREAT FORM CONTINUES TO START THE CAS SEASON 3-0

The great start to the season continued for the Seconds with James Spanos (12Mu) once again on song from the perimeter nailing a big ‘3’ with his first shot. Patrick Di Giannantonio (11Ho) hustle at both ends resulting in some key baskets, while big man Liam Rasch (12WJ) proved to be handful around the basket with some strong moves to see the greens up by five points at the break (18-13).

Dynamic duo Josh Di Giannantonio (12Ho) and Ollie Davis (11Ke) began to find holes in the Knox defence with some strong drives and sharp shooting from the perimeter. A strong defensive presence in the later stages from Ben LoRusso (12He) and Harry Dunn (11Mu) limited any Knox revival; before a key basket by Alex Andreotta (12Du) sealed another solid win for Trinity (46-37) and a spot on top of the CAS ladder with Barker who also have a perfect record after three games.

Leading Scorers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Josh Di Giannantonio</td>
<td>10 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Spanos</td>
<td>10 pts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ollie Davis</td>
<td>10 pts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YEAR 10A
Trinity displayed fantastic team defence, energy and determination to give them every chance of success. With the clock running down and scores tied at 24 all, the ball fell to Justin Jasa (Ho) who dribbled the ball down the court and hit the game-winning buzzer beater over two Knox defenders to secure a memorable two-point victory.
YEAR 10D
The 10D boys were pumped for a big match at Knox and jumped to a quick lead with Marcus Buvac (WJ) scoring six quick points in the opening minutes. Andrew Kim (We) just back from injury was the stand out MVP, who put his body on the line on numerous occasions to ensure a comfortable 23-point win for the greens.

YEAR 10E AND 10F
Trinity were too well drilled and well structured for Knox who tried everything to stem the flow of points. The 10Fs shared the scoring around the team and Flynn Innes (Mu) rarely missed a basket with 18 points. The 10Es pushed too many passes and turned over possession but still managed a very convincing win. Joshua Ward (Sc) scored at will and Alex Maloof (Hi) was very strong under the basket.

YEAR 10G
It took Trinity some time to find their rhythm and once in the lead the boys in Green never looked back to run out winners by seven points. Special mention to both Ethan Athos (Sc) who defended well throughout the game and Max McClusky-Voigt (Ar) who top scored, making several fine layups under pressure.

YEAR 10H
Trinity’s strong defence frustrated the Knox offence, resulting in a plenty of easy baskets for the greens. Well done to Matt Vasic (Ho) who proved difficult to stop under the basket, while Thomas Newall (Yo) continues to play an aggressive game creating many turnovers and scoring opportunities for his teammates.

YEAR 9E
A strong defensive display kept the 9Es’ undefeated record alive. Joseph Gadalla (Fo) had a breakout game using great awareness at both ends of the court. Adam Quinlan (Ho) ably supported him, with deft passing giving his teammates better looks at the basket.

YEAR 9F
After a slow start, inspirational play from Philopatir Shenouda (Ar) and Min Lin (Sc) sparked Trinity’s comeback with strong moves to the basket keeping the scoreboard ticking over in the greens favour.

YEAR 8A
The 8As were focused on a good start, (after consecutive slow starts) and with the score line of 14-2 after only a few minutes this goal was achieved. Luke Nichol (He) played hard for the entire game and this showed on the score-sheet with 10 points. Earvin Dizon (Ta) also played hard on the defensive end, which resulted in a lot of easy baskets, as Trinity stretched their winning streak to three.

YEAR 8B
After an extremely slow start, the 8Bs found themselves in a deep hole down 0-16. The second half was a completely different story with Trinity winning the second half 23-9 and eventually the match by three points. Joseph Nassif (He) was a big part in the comeback with strong play around the basket. Daniel Gergis (Fo) was also involved, heavily scoring five of the last ten points of the game to give Trinity a gutsy win.

YEAR 8C
Facing off against perennially tough opposition Knox, the young Bottle Greens started the game with their trademark defence, rebounding strongly on both ends of the court and suffocating the Black and Blues in the backcourt. Slick finishing around the rim by Miles Amatosero (Hi) and some smart passing by Leo Garaci (Ho) led to an eight-point victory.

YEAR 8E
Trailing by two points at half time, the 8Es managed to pull away in the last few minutes of the game, winning by four points.

Adam Li (Sc) had a great game, scoring 8 points and displaying some excellent ball handling skills. Hamzeh Abutaa (La) was dominant on the boards and scored 6 points.

YEAR 8G
Trinity held on in a close contest to win by just two points. Cameron Finn (Ar) was cool under pressure and ensured that the ship was steady, while Edison Tran (Ho) was relentless in his defense. The Greens’ great cohesion and teamwork proved the difference in the end.

Ben Morrissey | MIC Basketball
CAS 2 DAY CRICKET VS KNOX

1ST XI
TGS 3-287 vs Knox

Round 3 saw Trinity’s First XI taking on Knox on TGS Number One Oval. An unbeaten Knox side looked to continue their run of good form and Trinity looked to stop just that. Winning the toss on a glorious Spring day, Trinity elected to bat and the decision proved beneficial as Trinity’s batsmen dominated the first day of the fixture. Raghavan Selvaratnam (11La) and Mark Dedes (11St) made a patient start to the innings, scoring slowly, but ultimately building a platform to post a big total against arguably the strongest bowling attack in CAS. Unfortunately, Raghavan was run out for 40 after a great opening stand between the pair. Captain Austin Waugh (11St) arrived at the crease and continued the run of good batting performances within the side. The two batsmen notched up half-centuries in a batting masterclass. The mature approach to the innings was commendable and the Knox bowlers were having trouble dismissing our batsmen. Unfortunately on 97, Mark Dedes was dismissed, leaving him 3 short of his maiden century. Soon after, Austin was dismissed for 76, but the side was left in a strong position. Liam Scott (10We) and Tane Edmed (10Fo) continued the strong form and finished not out at the end of the day. At stumps, Trinity proved they dominated Day 1 with the scoreboard showing 3/287. Hopefully, the side can continue the fine form showed on the first day and take down an undefeated Knox side.

Julian Dimas (12Ta) | Captain of Cricket.

2ND XI
Knox 127 vs TGS 0-15

Trinity took to the field first against Knox and immediately had the hosts in trouble with some sustained bowling pressure from both ends. Patrick Barlow (12Ar) has been very consistent with his outswinging deliveries all season and he was well rewarded with figures of 4-30. Sam Otton (11Ta) bowled with pace and aggression on his way to claiming 3-32. It was a shame to see a few catches go down, but the side were nonetheless very happy to dismiss Knox for 127. In reply, the opening pair of Nicholas Bishop (12Hi) and Ameer Dimeglio (11La) remain undefeated and will resume next week with the score on 15.

9As
Knox 258 vs TGS 0-11

Some inconsistent bowling allowed Knox to post a big total of 258 on TGS Number three. There were far too many full tosses and short balls to apply any consistent pressure on the Knox batsmen. This, coupled with bowling two sides of the wicket, made setting fields to save runs very difficult and as a result the boys will have to bat very well next week to maintain their winning streak. Jordan Gupta (9WJ) continued his wicket taking form by taking 3-38. Trinity will need to bat with purpose and application in order to chase down this total.

CAS 1 DAY GAMES vs KNOX

There was not much joy for our teams competing in their one day matches against Knox, with only the 8As managing to record a victory and keep their undefeated season rolling on. Knox batted first on a green wicket at Lower Gillespie and were bowled out for 101. Sebastian Buchanan (8Sc) continued his fine form with the ball and picked up 3-10 in a fiery spell of fast bowling. The run chase was completed with ease with the loss of only 2 wickets. This week it was Matthew Uglow (8He) who led the chase. He scored a swashbuckling half century from only 33 balls! He was well supported by Pierce Foley (8Fo), who saw the team over the line on his way to 25 not out. The 8As have had numerous boys contributing to victories in their opening three matches, which is pleasing to see. I have been impressed with the maturity of the boys in the way they have handled the need to rotate through the batting order so as more boys get an opportunity to showcase their skills.

Ian Moran | MIC Cricket
TRINITY GRAMMAR SCHOOL PRESENTS | AN EVENING OF
Thursday 12 November 2015 7.00pm
Delmar Gallery
144 Victoria Street | Ashfield
Free admission | Light refreshments will be served at interval

Three full works by two of the great Classical composers
Flute Quartet in D Major, K285
Clarinet Trio in B Flat, Op. 11
Quartet Op. 13 No. 4 in C Minor

FEATURING TRINITY’S PRIZE-WINNING ENSEMBLES

Win rate: 14%  |  1 Wins: 6 losses
TRELOAR SHIELD #3 Saturday 31st October 2015

Round three of the Treloar Shield was held at The Crest, Bankstown. Trinity has moved into first place on the Treloar Shield Junior points score tally. All athletes should be commended for this amazing result.

Conditions were ideal for sprinting - great tailwinds but strangely they ran the Long Jump into the wind, which affected the athletes competing in this event. We had a great turnout of Club members, Like last week, we had a number of athletes competing in a number of events, special mention must go to:

> Kordell Payne and Sebastien Moir running in the Open Division in the 100m and 400m respectively
> Nathaniel Davies and Cash Powell - National Qualifiers in the Steeplechase

Men Open

400m Sebastien Moir (11Hi) (15yrs) - 55.73s
4 x 100m Trinity Grammar School A - 45.78s
Trinity Grammar School B - 49.92s

Men U20

100m Kordell Payne (11Yo) (16yrs) - 11.85s
400m Rory Ding (12Sc) (18yrs) - 58.27s
1500m Rory Ding (12Sc) (18yrs) - 5:01.12s

U18 Men

100m (-3.0 to -2.2) Monty Hannaford (11Du) (16yrs) - 11.80s
Matthew Stead (11Hi) (16yrs) - 11.81s
Brian O’Neill (11Sc) (16yrs) - 11.83s
Remo Pascale (12Mu) (17yrs) - 12.09s
Jordan Kery (11WJ) (16 yrs) - 12.63s
Kevin Kwak (11La) (16yrs) - 12.93s
Andrew O’Dea (11La) (16yrs) - 13.09s
Mitchell Moschatos (12Yo) (17yrs) - 13.25s

200m Brian O’Neill (11Sc) (16yrs) - 24.50s
Josiah Romeo (11Sc) (16yrs) - 24.58s
Monty Hannaford (11Du) (16yrs) - 52.40s
Josiah Romeo (11Sc) (16yrs) - 54.70s
Kordell Payne (11Yo) (16yrs) - 61.20s

1500m Michael Amin (12WH) (16yrs) - 4.53.76s

2000m Steeplechase Kash Powell (10Ar) (15yrs) - 6.47.60s
Nathaniel Davies (10Ke) (15yrs) - 6.54.80s

Long Jump

Kevin Kwak (11La) (16yrs) - 4.55m
Mitchell Moschatos (12Yo) (17yrs) - 4.40m
Andrew O’Dea (11La) (16yrs) - 4.32m

Hammer Throw

Patrick Harris (11Sc) (16yrs) - 21.34m

U16 Men

100m Byron Hollingworth-Dessent (11Sc) (15yrs) - 11.28s
Dean Kalliris (10Ke) (15yrs) - 11.66s
Kevin Shen (11He) (15yrs) - 12.34s
Matthew Teixeira (11Sc) (15yrs) - 12.42s
Siddh Rawal (10Mu) (15yrs) - 12.58s
Connor Murphy (9Ta) (14yrs) - 12.96s

200m (-3.2 to -2.0) Byron Hollingworth-Dessent (11Sc) (15yrs) - 22.75s
Dean Kalliris (10Ke) (15yrs) - 23.88s
Siddh Rawal (10Mu) (15yrs) - 25.67s
Connor Murphy (9Ta) (14yrs) - 62.91s
Jono Batson (10WH) (15yrs) - 4.39.73s

400m Steeplechase

Jono Batson (10WH) (15yrs) - 7.07.76s
Connor Murphy (9Ta) (14yrs) - 5.18m
Matthew Teixeira (11Sc) (15yrs) - 4.95m

U14 Men

100m Elijah Hooper (9Ar) (13yrs) - 12.88s
Ethan Brouw (8Ta) (13yrs) - 13.80s
Jono Titmarsh (8Du) (13yrs) - 14.13s
Finn Murphy (8Ta) (12yrs) - 14.20s
Theo Christian (6He) (11yrs) - 14.40s
Elijah Hooper (9Ar) (13yrs) - 25.25s
Ethan Brouw (8Ta) (13yrs) - 27.38s
Jonathan Titmarsh (8Du) (13yrs) - 28.55s
Finn Murphy (8Ta) (12yrs) - 29.11s
Blake Toohey (8Ke) (13yrs) - 29.39s
Hunter Hannaford (6La) (12 yrs) - 30.58s
Elijah Hooper (9Ar) (13yrs) - 58.45s
Ethan Brouw (8Ta) (13yrs) - 63.70s
Blake Toohey (8Ke) (13yrs) - 66.32s
Jonathan Titmarsh (8Du) (13yrs) - 68.73s
Hunter Hannaford (6La) (12yrs) - 68.98s

400m 1500m

Logan Kaye (9Ho) (13yrs) - 4.44.53s
Finn Murphy (8Ta) (12yrs) - 4.50m
Pole Vault Blake Toohey (8Ke) (13yrs) - 2.40m

Andrew Murphy
MIC Track and Field and Director of Athletic Development
Tennis

It was a tough day at the office for the majority of Trinity Tennis teams last weekend when they faced off against old rival Knox Grammar School. Knox to their credit dominated proceedings in 13 of the 16 matches contested, demonstrating that they are very strong across the board this season.

There was some joy for Trinity however, with the 1st IV keeping their undefeated run intact with a hard-fought victory at the Trinity Tennis Centre. The young team managed a win on games after the sets were locked at 4 sets all on completion of play. In the end our boys sneaked in front by a mere 5 games.

Leading into the match we all knew that the result was going to be close, and predicted that the result would be determined by a handful of points here and there. The pre-match dialogue centred on the concepts of belief and intensity and it was with this in mind that the team took to the courts. The number one doubles pairing of Dario Kmet (9Ke) and Alex Ibrahim (10Ho), who have not won a first set of doubles thus far in the competition, continued in this vein. Luckily for us, whilst they were slow to start they were strong to finish. squaring the tally at one set a piece with a 6-4 second set win.

On the adjacent court Matthew Nedanovski (9Fo) and James McCabe (8St) learnt a valuable lesson about complacency after they dropped their intensity in the second set having won the first to love. In less time than they had won the first set, they found themselves 5 games to love down in the second before they managed to switch back on. Unfortunately for them it was too late and they dropped the second set 6-3.

The singles encounters would now determine the result. Arguably the best match of the day was that played by our youngest team member James McCabe in another David versus Goliath contest. James illustrated a fighting resilience and tenacity which enabled him to come from behind to triumph 7-5 in a crucial match against an opponent nearly twice his size. The Knox Grammar school, student had James’ measure early in the proceedings, pushing him well back behind the base line running him from corner to corner. James was able to claw his way back into the contest after realigning the length of his ground strokes somewhere closer to the base line, where he was able to hit an array of impressive passing shots and clear winners. This was an invaluable singles victory that kept the team in the hunt.

The other impressive singles win was that by Dario Kmet, who, playing in the number one singles position, clinically disposed of his opponent to the tune of 6 games to 2. Harnessing ample reserves of self-belief and intensity, Dario was able to overcome a nervous start to emerge victorious in an ultimately lopsided affair. In the end Dario was too solid off the ground on both the forehand and backhand sides for his opponent to worry him. He ran out the win 6 -2 denying his opponent valuable games in the meantime.

In the remaining singles matches both Mathew Nedanovski and Alex Ibrahim failed to take advantage of their opportunities and were defeated in relatively close affairs. I look forward to the rematch between the boys and wonder whether the Trinity students will be able to improve enough to turn the tables on their Knox opponents, in the return fixture next term.

The 2nd IV were not as competitive against the blue and black as their first team counterparts, managing only 2 sets
despite some brilliant shot making at times. Credit must be given to Anthony Tsougrannis (10Ke) for triumphing in his singles after his late night call up the previous evening. The team will have to consolidate the hard work they do in training and hope to bounce back against Cranbrook tomorrow if they are to be serious premiership contenders. There is no doubt in my mind that they possess the ability to do so.

Jeremy Dykgraaff | MIC Tennis

3RDs AND 4THs IV

The 3rds and 4ths had tough matches against Knox this past weekend. Although both teams emerged victorious, there were plenty of positives to take away.

In the 3rds, Leo Im (11 Mu) continued to improve his baseline hitting and all round game. Leo hits the ball with sheer aggression and can dominate the point by applying pressure on his opponent before unleashing a devastating forehand. Joshua Seet Lee (12 Ke) also bravely fought his opponent by chasing every single ball and forcing his opponent to hit that extra shot. His effort to throw everything at every point was truly admirable.

In the 4ths, the doubles combination of Victor Wu (12 Mu) and Tristan Kontonis (12 Fo) displayed very good technique and communication to win their doubles match. The two Year 12 students set the standard for sportsmanship and their ‘gutsy’ efforts were rewarded with a 6-4 win.

In the singles, only Edward Khoury 11 (He) was victorious in his match. Edward has very good hand eye coordination and was able to mix the speed and angles of his shots. By Edward’s playing this unpredictable style, his opponent was never comfortable during the rallies which resulted in a several unforced errors and clean winners by Edward.

The teams remain positive and look forward to the return fixture against Knox next year.

Kenson Low | 3rds and 4ths Coach

10As AND Bs

Despite the beautiful surrounds of Turramurra Park and perfect Tennis conditions, this round’s competition was fierce and brutal. Regrettably the 10A and 10B teams suffered a humbling loss to Knox Grammar.

10As

Despite the result there were many positive moments. On his return from illness Luke Salanitch-Chafei's (10WJ) secured Trinity’s only set of the fixture. This was a battle of attrition, where percentage play and patience prevailed. Special mention should also go to Alex Scott (10St) who displayed stiff resilience and battled hard against the Knox player. This set comprised both hard hitting groundstrokes and delicate touch play. Alex presented strong defence but eventually was defeated 4-6 by a gifted A1 player.

10Bs

The 10Bs were similarly defeated by a significant margin. There were many long rallies in all sets but the superior opposing team eventually converted these into points and won convincingly. It will be interesting to gauge the progress of both Trinity teams in the return fixture next term.

William Henry | 10As and 10Bs Coach

9As AND 9Bs

The 9A Team continued their winning streak in Round 3 against Knox with a convincing 5 sets win. Alexander Valiozis (9Yo) and Justin Slieiman (9Ta) played a strong Doubles set but unfortunately lost in a tie breaker 8:6. The Edward Lai (9St) and Jason Wu (9Sc) partnership, proved too dynamic for the Knox opposition when they triumphed 6-2. In the singles Alexander Valiozis played a long match against a very tough opponent, but still managed to win with an excellent 6-2 score line.

The 9Bs fought hard in both the Singles and Doubles components of the match, but were not able to achieve the win. The Doubles partnerships consisted of Jonathan Karagiannis (9Hi) and Lachlan Sleiman (9Ta) in one team and Quentin Dai (9Du) and Gregory Aravanis (9We) in the other. The first Doubles pairing lost 6-7 (3-7) whilst the second pairing also lost closely 4-6. Jonathan Karagiannis won his Singles set with a score of 6-2. Overall, all the team members played with finesse and showed support to each other despite of their disappointment with the team’s results.

Margaret Hanna | 9As and 9Bs Coach

8As AND 8Bs

The 8As had another tough weekend away at Knox losing 5-1 against a strong Knox outfit. The second pairing of David Kim (8WHi) and Daniel Skarzynski (8We) were down 5-0 in quick time but should be commended for showing great fight in their 6-3 loss. The first doubles pairing of Andrew Peng (8He) and Tom Jin (8Yo) also went down 6-3 in a tight encounter that featured some remarkable shot making and doubles play. David Kim (8WHi) was able to continue his superb form with a 6-3 win in a see-sawing encounter. He was able to execute his game plan, serving his way out of trouble to maintain his undefeated status.

The 8Bs lost narrowly to Knox 4 sets to 2 after a slow start, dropping both doubles sets 6-3 and 6-4. Once again Harrison Waters (8We) kept things interesting with a clinical display out-running and out-hitting his opponent in a comfortable 6-2 win. After having a long discussion with Scott Lee (8St) prior to his singles match, he was able to execute our plan, effectively recording a thoroughly deserved 6-4 singles win. I would like to commend all the boys for staying back and supporting Scott as the match went over time.

Joseph Fung | Coach

CAS TENNIS SUMMER 2015/16
SUNDAY 31ST OCTOBER | ROUND 3 HOME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>Games</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st IV</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>4-4</td>
<td>41-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd IV</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>2-6</td>
<td>24-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd IV</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>0-6</td>
<td>6-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th IV</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>20-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10A</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>13-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10B</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>0-6</td>
<td>0-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10C</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>0-6</td>
<td>17-37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10D</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>15-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9A</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>35-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9B</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>17-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9C</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Won</td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>25-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9D</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>20-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8A</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>15-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8B</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>24-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8C</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>15-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8D</td>
<td>Knox</td>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>23-33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall winning rate: 19%. 3 Wins 13 Losses
TRINITY DEFEATED KNOX 3-0 (25-14, 25-7, 25-3)

Week three of the CAS competition came around quite fast as Trinity made the long trip out to face Knox Grammar School. Set one kicked off with Trinity serving tough and playing fast and consistent volleyball, but Trinity made a lot of mistakes, costing them as the score reached 8-8. However, Trinity refocused and came back hard to take the set 25-14, special mention in the set must go to Peter Braga (11Du) for playing very well in the outside position and controlling the game with his hits. Set two came around and Trinity fired up getting ready to play, which proved useful as they halved the opponents’ score making the set score 25-7. The third set was one to remember as we came out ready to continue the game, the serving ability in particular of the team picking up this set. The Firsts played hard and took the game as the set closed with the result 25-3. Special mention for the week goes to Angus Webster (12WJ) and Will O’Brien (11WJ) for their outstanding hitting and strategic placing of the ball. Our middle blockers Tom Mackenzie (11WJ), Matt Rorke (11Fo) and Jarryd Fernandes (12La) were dominant at the net and Jared Attia (12Yo) was very consistent in back court. The highlight of the week must go to Ben Wheen (11Fo) for serving 22 points in a row in the last set. Trinity are off to a good start in these past few weeks of the season and hope to remain undefeated for the rest of the summer comp.

Lewis Jupp (12WH) | Captain of the 1st VI

TRINITY DEFEATED KNOX 2-0 (25-19, 25-22)

In our third match of the season, Knox Grammar was a rival not to be taken lightly. With a strong start from our side, a win of 25-19 showed a strong performance by every member of the team. Clear progress in hitting was shown by Joshua Gereis (12A), coupled by the impressive Jonah Newman’s (11WJ) dexterity which was proven in his ability to take advice into action quickly and effectively, this kept him setting at a consistent level. Despite this, the second set of the game was less effective, with a strong win to start by Knox forcing Trinity to play catch-up volleyball. Communication was key, this became clear in the second half of the set when we pushed hard and stole a set of 25-22. Matthew West (12Du) once again showed his experience and ball skills, putting his body on the line for the benefit of the team. Serious synergy was shown between the setters and middle hitters with Jacob Elmasry’s (12He) and Adam Hoteit’s (12La) hits being directive and powerful, winning point after point. With the welcoming back of Phillip Davies (12Ke), the team only but improved with his dedication to drop to the ground for the ball. Motivation and communication spiked in the final (and unofficial) set with a win of 15-3. Consistent serving from Hugh Sixsmith (11Sc) and effective spiking from Oliver Arkell (10WJ) pushed us to a satisfying finish. However, our squad will now put that match away, and set our minds on the next game.

James Watson (12We) | Captain of the 2nd VI

TRINITY DEFEATED KNOX 2-0 (25-14, 25-8)

This week the 3rds went up against Knox, for what would hopefully be our third consecutive win. We began the first set strongly and thanks to a series of strong hits from Benjamin Davies (11WJ) were granted a successful win of 25-14. The second set began soon after and we produced another great win of 25-8, thanks to great hits and serves from out impact player Dean Panos (12Yo). Knox then opted not to play a third set, therefore handing us the win 2-0. Afterwards, we played an internal set amongst ourselves where Coach Thanapolous was able to showcase his skills. The thirds should be congratulated on the win and continue to play hard for the rest of the season.

Isaac Barden (12Yo) | Captain of the 3rd VI

INVITATION

The School Council and the Head Master invite you and your friends to attend...

→ THE FESTIVAL OF NINE LESSONS AND CAROLS
  on Friday, November 27th at 7.30pm at St Andrew’s Cathedral, Sydney
  and on Sunday, November 29th at 8pm in the War Memorial Chapel, Summer Hill Campus

→ THE JUNIOR SCHOOL ANNUAL PRIZE GIVING
  on Thursday, December 3rd at 10am in The James Wilson Hogg Assembly Hall, Summer Hill Campus

→ THE PREPARATORY SCHOOL ANNUAL PRIZE GIVING
  on Thursday, December 3rd at 2.30pm in The James Wilson Hogg Assembly Hall, Summer Hill Campus

TRINITY GRAMMAR SCHOOL
Traffic Management SUMMER HILL CAMPUS
FOR THE SAFETY OF OUR BOYS AND THE BROADER TRINITY COMMUNITY
Click here to view information on Traffic Management
WATER POLO

Sam Yip from (10La)

1ST VI

The 1st VI were fortunate to have a game against Reddam while scheduled for a Bye. With key players not available, the boys struggled, and though rising to the occasion, were outplayed by an eager Reddam side. Trinity struggled to find rhythm both in attack and defence allowing easy turnovers and poor decision making. Reddam continued to find the back of our net and ran away winners. Trinity will certainly use this as a learning experience. Congratulations to our goal scorers: James Artemi (11Hi), George Fournaris (10Hi), John Dunn (11La).

2ND VI

At the end of the first quarter the team was down 1-6 and the outlook was bleak. As has been the spirit of the team, the boys fought back, yet were unfortunate to lose the next three quarters 2-6. This was a fine effort, as the Sydney Boys High School team was their top team. Congratulations to goal scorers: Matthew Innes (11Ta), Noah Thomas (12He) and Matthew Moon (11We). Team captain Dimitri Koutoulas (12WH) showed great leadership and put his body on the line marking their centre forward.

16As

The team started strongly, setting the tempo for the match. It was evident early in the 1st quarter that High was unable to match Trinity’s intensity to win. The boys worked well in defence and constructed good goal scoring opportunities. With only one minor lapse of concentration enabling High to score one goal, the 16As were victorious with a 13-1 win. Charlie Griffith (10Yo) was consistently strong in both defence and attack, while Jacob Gadiel (10Mu) was top scorer with 6 goals.

14As

Our team play continues to develop, leading to a more cohesive display which produced many goal scoring opportunities. As the season progresses, the boys will work on their shot selection and shooting accuracy. The good supply of quality ball enabled our centre forward Kai Young (8We) to score 8 goals. Tommas Holland (8Yo) had an energetic performance in defence and managed to score a fine long-range goal. Also in defence James Halldis (8Ta) showed a controlled and steady influence. Congratulations boys.

James Martin | MIC Water Polo

---

The table below outlines the results of the water polo games:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st VII</td>
<td>Reddam House School</td>
<td>11 - 4</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd VII</td>
<td>Sydney Boys High School</td>
<td>12 - 3</td>
<td>Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16As</td>
<td>Sydney Boys High School</td>
<td>13 – 1</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16Bs</td>
<td>Sydney Boys High School</td>
<td>14 – 0</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14As</td>
<td>Sydney Boys High School</td>
<td>7 – 9</td>
<td>Win</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

TRINITY INVITATIONAL.
NEWINGTON and PLC vs MERIDEN and TRINITY

Last Friday evening we hosted the annual Invitational for the above schools and competed as teams for the Joint Invitational Cup. This was the second year of the competition and it was wonderful to see how excited the other schools were to come along for a fun night of racing in our new pool. Being elite swimmers who go through the same rigorous training schedule that our boys do, they fully appreciated how fortunate we all were to have access to such an amazing facility. Having the girls’ schools there added so much to the atmosphere of the evenings races-they certainly know how to make noise. The younger girls got right into the cheering and it was loud! The point score was close as we went into the final round of mixed relays where either team could have won the night. Fortunately for us Trinity and Meriden won two of the three relays and won back the cup for another year.

Overall a fun night was had by all, with some very good times posted and plenty of socialising.

Our Captain Keegan Street (12WJ) made a very good welcoming speech and he and the Vice Captains helped organise the younger boys into their races. They were also around to clean up at the end of the night. This is the kind of selfless leadership that makes the team so special.

I would like to thank yet again the parents who stepped in at late notice to time keep, to Mr White for ‘MCing’ the first half of the night, and especially to Mr Brett Lamminman who volunteered his time on Friday evening again to help with time keeping and placings. His help was highly appreciated.

Janet Wonders | MIC Swimming

---

Teams cheer from the side of the pool as the swimmers sprint in the relays.
I’ve always been a big fan of the phrase; *it is not if you win or lose, it is how you play the game!* No one likes winning more than me, but occasionally (only occasionally) it is possible to feel like a winner even if you have ended 2nd in a sporting contest! That was certainly how I felt driving home from Avondale Golf Club in Pymble on Saturday evening.

We were delivered a blow before even the first ball was struck, as *Sam Yang (8Fo)* had to withdraw as he was unwell, so we were already 1 match down. However, to the credit of the other three team members they fought hard in their matches. *Nathan Finn (10Ar)* once again led the way, with a solid and convincing victory 3 and 2. He is striking the ball with great authority and with work on his short game I expect his handicap to plummet!

*Ejun Choi (10Ho)* once again fought hard in his match against a fine young golfer from Knox and was 1 down playing 18. Ejun refused to capitulate and won the hole to square a tough battle.

I could not have been more proud of *Peter Kostoglou (11Sc)* on the day. Despite losing his match 2 down, he exhibited the most wonderful demeanour and superb sportsmanship throughout his match. He was exceedingly kind (what a great word) to his opponent during the round. His opponent was a much more experienced golfer than Peter, who has only recently taken up the game, but he had not played Match Play before. Peter had, twice, so hardly super experienced in this form of the game, and he assisted both Match Play novices in the group in outstanding fashion. A father from Knox who followed the boys around the course for the duration of the afternoon commented numerous times on Peter’s attitude: never getting angry with a poor shot, always displaying superb etiquette and even encouraging his opponent! It was indeed a privilege to watch this impeccable young man in action. This is what schoolboy sport is all about.

Did I say I was proud?

Knox II ran away with a narrow victory, 2 ½ to our 1 ½. *C’est la vie*!

Good golfing,

*Michael Spratt | MIC*
The Summer Hill Scout Group is entering a new stage with the recent investiture of James Field as a Venturer Scout. The Trinity Scout Group had the largest Venturer Group in the Region many years ago and it is great to see the Group re-commence its Venturer Unit with James Field (10YO) and James Hull (10WH). Already after only a few weeks James Field is applying skills learnt in Cadets and acquiring new skills to help in his leadership role with his Cadet Company.

Last weekend Adrian joined 24 other Scouts from across the South Met Region along with their leaders at the Region’s Basic Scout Leadership course. The Scouts learnt experimentally, “ready, fire, aim” is an apt description of the process.

Like a lot of 12-14 year olds, Scout can be “occasionally” unreceptive to formal instruction because they have that jumpy “beginner energy”, assumptions about their own skill, and they were excited to try things out.

Rather than sitting in the scout hall with lectures and notes, the Scout Leadership course is run with a quick briefing to explain the leadership skill, then straight into an activity that requires that skill. As each Scout takes a turn over the weekend to be the Patrol Leader, they are able to both exercise the skill and observe the skill. Activities covered included managing different characters, time management, planning and activity development, and assessing risk.

The structure of learning applies the Ready, Fire, Aim principle where:

> **READY**
> A brief (that means minutes) overview and (when appropriate) demonstration modelling the skill.

> **FIRE**
> Apply the skill immediately.

> **AIM**
> Step back, analyse the result, coach and instruct towards an incremental improvement.

The Scouts also learnt about preparing for the Adventurer level hike (which is 14 ½ year old scout leading a patrol of 5 scouts on a 30+km hike over 3 consecutive days with no direct adult supervision), as well as project ideas for the Australian Scout Medallion. Courses are run three times a year with Scouts attending having achieved the Pioneer level badge demonstrating they have a sound base skill level in scouting.

All students interested in Scouts are welcome at 3rd Summer Hill (Trinity Grammar) – the Group is currently running programs for all Trinity boys from 7.5 years up to 10.5 years (Cubs); 10 years up to 15 years (Scouts); and 15 years up to 18 years (Venturers). The Group meets in the old gymnasium at Summer Hill Campus on Tuesday evenings from 6pm to 7:30pm.

**Leader Contact:**
Group Leader: **David Hull** (Chil)
mobile 0411 853 798
group email 3rd.summer.hill@TrinityScouts.com

**Lachlan White** | MIC Scouts

---

If you have a passion for preserves - even if it’s just on toast – WE NEED YOU! Come join the jam, help the sweet team that’s Leckie’s Larder. Whether you can make, label, or help sell on the day.

Donations of produce such as lemons, green apples, tomatoes, onions, white and brown sugar or eggs greatly appreciated. Or if you have a tree in your backyard that’s overflowing with fruit (lemon, cumquat) – our Leckie’s Larder ladies will happily work some magic and whip up a delightful preserve, just send them in.

Used clean jars are especially welcome in all shapes and sizes.

For more information and offers of support and donations please contact **Juliette Bakunowicz** on mobile 0418 488 123 or email juliettebakunowicz@gmail.com

---

The new Trinity app is now available from the App Store and from Google play for you to download. The new app has been designed to provide up to date information for our on the go community. Information such as sporting fixtures, wet weather updates, calendar dates and even the latest newsletters.

It will also allow you to notify the School of your son’s absence and provides an avenue to contact certain staff and leaders of our community groups. We hope the new app makes life just that little bit easier. Please email any feedback you may have to info@trinity.nsw.edu.au
MATHEMATICS CLUB MATTERS

MATHEMATICS CLUB MATTERS COMPETITION

It was pleasing to see there were many submissions to and much interest in the problems in Bulletin IV from both Middle School and Senior School boys interested in experiencing Mathematics. Every correct solution will go into the draw for the chance to win a major prize at the end of each term.

Congratulations to last week’s winners, Arvind Kumaraguru (8Mu) and Darren He (10La) for having the first correct solutions drawn from the Middle School and Senior School boxes. Would they please see Dr Osman for their weekly winning prize.

The answer for the Middle School Problem was 9! or 9 X 8 X 7 X 6 X 5 X 4 X 3 X 2 X 1 = 362,880 different seating arrangements.

The answer for the Senior School Problem was 625. Subtract each individual digit in the numbers from 10 to crack the code. Complete worked solutions for the Middle School and Senior School problem have been posted outside the Mathematics Department office.

BENEFITS THAT COME FROM A GOOD MATHEMATICS EDUCATION, IN BOTH A PERSONAL LIFE AND AS A CAREER

The “Mathematics Club” at the School was pleased to organize an enrichment event last week on the Benefits that come from a good mathematics education, in both a personal life and as a career by Dr Vivian Robinson. Dr Robinson described his background as a high school student with fifty fours experience after matriculating. After completing his PhD degree in physics in 1969 he spent fourteen years working at the University of New South Wales. During that time he developed some instruments and techniques that changed the applications of scanning electron microscopes, which are important analytical tools in science and industry. In 1984, he left the University to commence a career that has lasted over thirty years of running his own high technology manufacturing companies.

He described some of his professional achievements. They ranged from developing new instruments and technologies in microscopy, through working with integrated circuit manufacturers to help them measure the dimensions of their circuits, to developing new analytical techniques. They served to illustrate that he was well-suited to passing knowledge to students. His presentation was how physics could help as both a career and in personal life, with an emphasis on mathematics.

Dr Robinson expressed the importance of education to gain knowledge. It was recognised as far back as the Book of Proverbs that knowledge was very important in your life. Confucius’s five steps to knowledge were: Be Silent, Listen, Learn, Do, Teach! Throughout modern education, mathematics was always considered essential.

A very important equation in life is S = R/E, satisfaction equals reality divided by expectation. Set your expectations too high and when reality doesn’t live up to them, you will be unhappy. The exception to that is you set your expectation high and make reality live up to your expectations. That is called ambition. When you make reality live up to your expectation it is achievement. Successful achievement gives you emotional highs that can’t be matched by artificial means.

He spoke about how physics, the study of the fundamental interaction between energy and matter gave the broadest introduction to the physical world. Everything is made of matter and responds to forces. An introduction to physics gives an overview of all technology topics. Different branches of technology were specialisations in particular fields. As an example, physics studies the constituents of atoms, protons and neutrons in a nucleus, with electrons around them. Chemistry is the study of some of the molecular properties of matter as determined by the outer most electrons. Organic chemistry is the study of molecules containing carbon, C. Molecules with C and hydrogen, H, (CH), were the basis of Petro-chemicals and plastics. Add oxygen O gave carbohydrates, the basis of plants and their range of sciences. Add nitrogen, N, (CHON) were the basis of proteins. Join protein molecules together gave microbiology, cells, living organisms and eventually human life and its associated topics like medicine. The principles of each of these is covered by a good knowledge of physics.

Mathematics is an integral part of physics. Physics is needed to describe the science behind the effect you wish to determine. Mathematics is used to calculate the magnitude of the effect. If the calculations match observation, the theory is worthy of further consideration. What is seen or detected is reality. If calculations don’t match observation, it is time to change the science.
Newton’s laws of motion underpin almost everything that happens in this world. An understanding of them gives an insight into cause and effect. They illustrate that nothing happens by chance. Understand cause and effect and you will be well suited to solving the inevitable problems that will occur in both your career and personal life.

As a professional, mathematics was used to:-
Reconcile facts and figures
Calculate the outcome from a pre-existing situation
Determine the expected results of before you make something for the first time
Work out what conditions could be in places you can’t reach. Examples of each were given.

Dr Robinson pointed out that there were two equally important aspects to an education, knowledge and your ability to solve problems. Knowledge is important because you can’t solve problems unless you know something about them. Your ability to work out the solutions to problems was usually called intelligence. One important feature associated with intelligence was the ability to solve problems with the minimum time or effort. Another important feature of intelligence is the ability to take complex topics and present them in a simple manner so that many people can understand them. He gave some examples of how complex topics in physics could be understood with little more than a good knowledge of high school mathematics. The Mathematics Club would like to thank Dr Robinson for his outstanding presentation!

NEW INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL AND PROCEEDINGS OF YOUNG ARCHIMEDES
CALL FOR STUDENT PAPERS

The Mathematics Club has initiated a new and unique Journal and Proceedings of Young Archimedes which publishes academic online papers of secondary students in the fields of Mathematics Applications and provides a forum to exchange mathematical ideas, activities, and/or sharing and interpreting high school research.

Manuscripts will be reviewed by the Editor, in consultation with the Associate Editors, to decide whether the paper will be considered for publication in the Journal. Issues are scheduled to be published in June and December. An electronic version of each issue is posted to the Trinity Grammar School Mathematics Club web site http://www.trinity.nsw.edu.au/1_senior/spirit_maths.html as a formal publication.

Aims Of This New Initiative:

1. The Journal and Proceedings of Young Archimedes publishes academic online papers of secondary students in the fields of Mathematics Applications.
2. To provide a forum to exchange mathematical ideas, activities, and/or sharing and interpreting high school research.
3. To pioneer a new field of educational endeavour to be the first Mathematics International Journal publication for High Schoolers.
4. All Trinity students who are interested in unique mathematical ideas, activities, and/or sharing interpreting high school research are encouraged to submit a paper. All students completing HSC and/or IB essays or projects with relevance to the fields of Mathematics Applications are highly encouraged to submit a paper for refereeing within the Journal and Proceedings of Young Archimedes.

Outcomes:
1. Issues are scheduled to be published in June and December of each Year.
2. A Maximum of 6 long papers (max 6 pages) or 12 short papers (max 3 pages) for each issue.
3. An electronic version of each issue is posted on the Trinity Grammar School Mathematics Club web site publication.

Enquiries relating to submission and production of articles should refer to the Style Guide (see the link below) or direct any enquiries to Dr Frederick Osman on fosman@trinity.nsw.edu.au

Dr Frederick Osman | MIC Mathematics Club

THIS WEEK’S PROBLEM FOR BULLETIN V:

1. Years 7-9: Middle School Problem
due on Monday 9 November 2015

The diagram below is the beginning of a “magic square” in which all rows and columns and both diagonals add up to 34. Can you fill in the rest of the numbers?

```
1  8 13 12
14
4 16
15
```

2. Years 10-12: Senior School Problem
due on Monday 9 November 2015

A pipe can fill a swimming pool in three hours. A second pipe can fill the pool in two hours. If both pipes are turned on at the same time, how long will it take them to fill the pool? Please show working to justify your answer!

Please place your name and House group with your submission by Monday lunch-time (1.15PM) at the Mathematics Department Office.

Dr Frederick Osman | MIC Mathematics Club
KEY UAC DATES

Thursday 17 December 2015 – ATAR release date
Early January 2016 – Universities Information Sessions (Check dates for each Institution)
Wednesday 6 January 2016 – Final date to change your preferences for January 20 major offer round
Wednesday 20 January 2016 – Main UAC offer round

UAC Change of Preference FAQs

1. What is change of preference? Change of preference period is from 17 December to 6 January and is the last chance for you to change your list of course preferences now that you have your ATAR result. It's a time to be realistic about your course preferences and consider your pathway options.

2. What if I didn’t get theATAR required from my chosen degree? Don't panic. Consider your pathway options, do some research and change your list of preferences to include courses that may have a lower ATAR requirement. Make sure you attend an information session if required at your chosen institution for further information.

3. How do I change my preference? Now that you have your ATAR, log in to the UAC website and consider the order of your course preferences. You should only apply for courses you are interested in, motivated to study and believe you can do well at. Also check that you meet the prerequisites and extra requirements of each course on your UAC preference list.

4. What if I don’t get an offer? Contact the Universities directly to learn more about some direct entry options, midyear intakes and alternative pathways to tertiary study.

Year 12 Resume Writing Workshop

There will be a lunch-time free Resume Writing Workshop held on (Friday 20 November) in the Latham Theatre for any interested Year 12 student. A resume is a summary of background, skills and qualifications document, which can be used to help shape your applications for applying for Cadetships and Scholarships in the near future. To attend, you must complete the Registration form which is placed on the Careers Library Notice Board (next to the library photocopiers)

Western Sydney University
Course Decision Day: Mon 4th January, 4.00pm – 8.00pm, Parramatta South Campus, corner of James Ruse Drive and Victoria Road, Rydalmere. Academics from all areas of study will give presentations on courses and be available to speak to attendees one-on-one in the course advising rooms. Information will also be available on admissions, career opportunities, scholarships, and student services. http://www.westsydney.edu.au/future/future_students_home/events_at_uws/course_decision_day

Western Sydney University
Engineering Frontiers: Tue 8th December – Wed 9th December, 9.00am – 3.00pm, Building U, 56 Second Ave, Kingswood Campus. A two-day programme that introduces high school students to engineering and its applications. Attendees will have the chance to experience life as a university student and also speak to top engineers who have a passion for their job. http://www.uws.edu.au/scem/school_of_computing_engineering_and_mathematics/events_and_seminars/engineering_frontiers

Western Sydney University Scholarships

Vice Chancellor’s Leadership Scholarship and Aspire (Group A) applications close: January 2015. UWS Sports Scholarship (Group A) applications close: January 2015. Donor Funded Scholarship (Group B) applications close: January 2015. Western Sydney University awards a number of scholarships to recognize attributes including leadership, academic excellence, sporting achievement and community involvement, as well as a number of equity scholarships to support students. http://www.uws.edu.au/informationforcareeradvisers/welcome/why_recommend_uws/scholarships

The University of Sydney:

Info Day
Tuesday 5th January, Camperdown. An opportunity to chat with current students and staff about study options before finalizingATAR preferences for the main round offers. http://sydney.edu.au/study/admissions/events-for-future-students.html

The University of Sydney
Bachelor of Science (Advanced) and Doctor of Dental Medicine: In the new Bachelor of Science (Advanced) and Doctor of Dental Medicine, students spend the first three years studying advanced science courses of their choice, followed by the four year Doctor of Dental Medicine which qualifies graduates to practice as a dentist. http://sydney.edu.au/courses/bachelor-of-science-advanced-and-doctor-of-dental-medicine

University of Technology Sydney (UTS)

Sydney Summer School The University of Sydney’s intensive Summer School is offered over three sessions from December to February. Students may study as a non-award student and get a taste of the diverse academic offerings and even get a head start on their degree if they’ve just completed Year 12. http://sydney.edu.au/summer/

UTS Summer School Programme: The Summer School Programme offers Year 11 students from UTS partner schools the chance to attend intensive two-week summer schools in subject areas like filmmaking, engineering, information technology, design, nursing and midwifery, and science. Contact: 9514 1084 or cassie.willis@uts.edu.au http://www.uts.edu.au/future-students/teachers/essential-information/uuni-school-programs/summer-school-program

UTS HSC Tutorial Scheme: The HSC Tutorial Scheme provides school-based tutorial sessions at UTS targeted schools in South Western Sydney. This tutorial support assists Year 11 and 12 students to improve their academic performance and broaden their educational aspirations. Contact: 9514 7821 or Michael.Ormsby@uts.edu.au http://www.uts.edu.au/future-students/teachers/essential-information/uuni-school-programs/hsc-tutorial-scheme

UTS Info Days

> Fri 18th December, 10.00am – 3.00pm, UTS City Campus, Broadway
> Tue 5th January, 10.00am – 3.00pm, UTS City Campus, Broadway


UTS Sydney

Year 11 Law Discovery Day
> Thu 19th November and Thu 26th November, 9.00am – 2.00pm, UTS Faculty of Law, Cnr of Quay St and Ultimo Rd, Haymarket
> The day will include workshops and hands-on practical activities, as well as an opportunity to listen to professionals, academics and current students speak about all facets of law.
Engineering Bonus Points Questionnaire: Questionnaire closes Fri 11th December. Students applying to a UTS engineering degree could be eligible for up to 5 bonus points by completing the UTS Engineering Year 12 Bonus Points Questionnaire. Early round offers will also be made on the basis of this questionnaire. http://www.uts.edu.au/future-students/engineering/essential-information/year-12-bonus-schema-questionnaire

New Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Education and New Primary, Secondary Teaching Majors: The new Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Education degree will now feature a choice of three education majors – Primary Education, Secondary Education, and K-12 Education. As with all teaching degrees offered from 2016, a minimum of three Band 5 HSC results, including one in English is a prerequisite for entry into the course. Students who do not meet these requirements may be able to gain entry into the course via a UTS approved pathway. http://www.edu.au/future-students/education/study-areas/teacher-education-undergraduate

University of New South Wales (UNSW)

New Dual Degree Civil Engineering and Surveying: From semester 1 2016, students will be able to study a five year combined Bachelor of Civil Engineering and Bachelor of Surveying degree. Graduating students will be eligible for accreditation as a professional engineer and a professional surveyor. http://www.engineering.unsw.edu.au/civil-engineering/news/brand-new-dual-degree-civil-engineering-surveying-uac-code-425402

UNSW

Entrepreneur Challenge – The Peter Farrell Cup

Mon 23rd November, 6.00pm – 9.00pm, John Niland Scientia Building, UNSW Kensington. University students will be showcasing real-life entrepreneurial skills and bringing innovation to the market with the support of industry mentors. Recently graduated HSC students are welcome to attend the event and watch university students pitch their ideas. https://www.futurestudents.unsw.edu.au/unsw-entrepreneur-challenge-peter-farrell-cup

UNSW

Engineering High School Information Day: An opportunity for senior high school students to sample several fields of engineering through interesting and stimulating hands-on activities. By attending, students will gain a better understanding of the extensive range of opportunities that a career in engineering would open to them. https://www.futurestudents.unsw.edu.au/engineering-high-school-information-day

UNSW

Art and Design Undergraduate Guide 2016

Learn about the courses, scholarships, and entry requirements of UNSW’s Art and Design courses. https://www.artdesign.unsw.edu.au/sites/default/files/atoms/files/2016_unsw_art_design_undergraduate_prospectus_pdf

UNSW

HSC Plus: HSC Plus is designed to reward strong performances in HSC subjects relevant to UNSW undergraduate degrees. Domestic students who complete the HSC and perform well in subjects that are relevant to their preferred UNSW degree may be awarded a maximum of 5 bonus points. http://www.unsw.edu.au/domestic-undergraduate/hsc-plus

Aviation students ‘Qantas link Approved’: UNSW Aviation students can now apply to become ‘QantasLink Approved’ during their degree. As a result, students will be observed and mentored by experienced QantasLink pilots and, if successful, will be considered by QantasLink straight after graduation. http://www.aviation.unsw.edu.au/news/2015/QantasLinkCollaboration.html

Science Information Day: Thu 5th November, 9.00am – 3.00pm, UNSW Kensington Campus. An opportunity for high school students to visit the campus, participate in a range of activities and experience life as a science student. http://www.science.unsw.edu.au/future-students/science-info-day

ACU

Make the Right Choice – North Sydney and Strathfield Campuses: Tuesday 5 January 2015, 9am-1pm. If students are still exploring study options for 2016 and need advice, academic and admissions experts will be available to answer questions at ACU’s Make the Right Choice events. An information session on the updated ACU education course prerequisites for 2016 will be included. Visit www.acu.edu.au/apply2016

ACU

New Undergraduate Double Degrees: ACU Health Sciences is introducing a number of new double degrees in 2016:

> Bachelor of Teaching/Bachelor of Exercise Science (Brisbane, Canberra, Melbourne, Strathfield)
> Bachelor of Laws/Bachelor of Biomedical Science (Melbourne, North Sydney)
> Bachelor of Biomedical Science/Bachelor of Business Administration (Brisbane, Melbourne, North Sydney)
> Bachelor of Biomedical Science/Bachelor of Applied Public Health (Brisbane, Melbourne, North Sydney and Strathfield).

These degrees are still subject to final approval. Website: http://www.acu.edu.au/about/acu/faculties_institutes_and_centres/health_sciences/course_updates/new_undergrad_double_degrees_for_2016

ACU Elite Athlete Programme

ACU’s Elite Athlete Programme has been established to support future and current students who have maintained a record of excellence in sporting performance throughout their studies and wish to pursue a sporting career alongside an academic one. Future students deemed to be Elite Athletes will be eligible to receive up to five bonus points towards an entry score and greater flexibility when studying at ACU. http://www.acu.edu.au/study_at_acu/alternative_entry/elite_athlete_program#1

Macquarie University

New Pathways into Law: Students who will have been admitted to a non-law degree at Macquarie University in 2016 will be able to apply for admission to the Pre-Law Pathway prior to their first session of studies. To gain entry into the Pre-Law Pathway prospective students are required to have completed the HSC in 2015, achieved an ATAR above 93, and be accepted into an approved degree at Macquarie. http://law.mq.edu.au/future_students/undergraduate_law_programs/new_pathways_into_law/

ANU

Engineering and Computer Science Special Admission Scheme: Applications close: Fri 4th December. Students who are not expecting to achieve the required ATAR for entry into the Bachelor of Engineering, Bachelor of Advanced Computing, or Bachelor of Software Engineering, may apply for entry through the special admission scheme. To qualify for the special admissions scheme, applicants are required to demonstrate excellent academic performance in disciplines relevant to the study of engineering and/or computer science, leadership and community service, as well as strong commitment to engineering and/or computing. Applicants who wish to be considered under the Special Admission Scheme will need to submit an online application. https://cecs.anu.edu.au/future_students/asa
Australian Defence Force Academy (ADFA)
Applications: It is advised that students wishing to study at ADFA apply in Year 11 as it is a competitive selection process which may take up to 12 months to complete. Gaining entry to ADFA is a dual process requiring students to apply directly to the Australian Defence Force while also applying concurrently to UNSW ADFA through UAC. An offer to study at ADFA is conditional on meeting the academic requirements of UNSW as well as the mental and physical requirements of the Australian Defence Force. http://www.defencejobs.gov.au/education/adfa/howToApply/admissionProcess.aspx

UOW College

The University of Notre Dame
Apply now for 2016: If Year 12 students missed the Notre Dame main due date of 30 September and still want to apply, they still have an opportunity to submit an application. Applications can be downloaded at http://www.notredame.edu.au/school-leaver.php

Turning Point Consulting
Positive Career Skills Workshops
Mon 14th December, 9.00am – 12.00pm
Mon 21st December, 9.00am – 12.00pm
Hear from hiring professionals within recruitment and business; learn what is important in resumes and how the interview process works. Attendees can also have their resumes reviewed by a hiring professional. http://www.turningpointconsulting.com.au/student-events-calendar/

Open Universities Australia
Undergraduate Courses: Most Open Universities undergraduate first level units have no entry requirements. Students can start in any one of their four study periods and graduates are awarded the same degree as their on-campus counterparts. Open Universities offers undergraduate courses in Arts and Humanities, Business, Education, Health, IT, Law and Justice, Science and Engineering. To view the extensive range of flexible courses, visit: http://www.open.edu.au/courses/undergraduate/

EducationUSA
This U.S. Government Website provides advice to students interested in applying to U.S. colleges and universities. Information includes how to apply, testing, financial aid, visas, and more. The U.S. Consulate General in Sydney has an EducationUSA Centre, and students, parents and career advisers can make appointments to visit the centre. https://www.educationusa.info/australia

Other News
ALTERNATIVE PATHWAYS

Advanced Diploma in Rudolf Steiner Education: Applications are open for the Advanced Diploma in Rudolf Steiner Education. This 2 year Diploma provides a pathway into the B.Ed at a many universities. It provides Advanced Standing up to 2 years study & offers a unique approach to teacher training. The programme is full time, rich in the arts,philosophy & educational practice. Info: http://www.sydneyrudolfsteinercollege.com Tel: 0292164001

UNSW Prep (17-19) - A pathway into UNSW Australia: An enabling course open to your students who qualify for UNSW ACCESS and receive an ATAR of 50 or over, or Indigenous students applying through Nura Gili. Students learn core academic skills in smaller classes; complete subjects fee free with a light study load, providing the foundations for their tertiary studies. For more info: http://www.futurestudents.unsw.edu.au/unswprep17-19

UNSW Art & Design Portfolio Entry Workshops 16 & 18 November: Join a free portfolio entry workshop in November to learn about how to prepare and develop your portfolio. Meet assessment staff who will provide personal feedback, guide you through how to produce the best possible portfolio and offer step-by-step advice about how to submit. For session information & registration: https://www.artdesign.unsw.edu.au/whats-on/events/portfolio-entry-workshops-0

Making university dreams a reality for UTS:INSEARCH students: UTS:INSEARCH would like to thank the continued support of the NSW and ACT Career Advisers. Thanks to your efforts, we are proud to report that over 90% of UTS:INSEARCH diploma graduates are eligible for direct entry into 2nd year of a UTS degree. Together, we are making the dream of university a reality for thousands of students, every year. To arrange a school visit, please call 02 9218 4989.

Turning Point Consulting
Positive Career Skills Workshops
Mon 14th December, 9.00am – 12.00pm
Mon 21st December, 9.00am – 12.00pm
Hear from hiring professionals within recruitment and business; learn what is important in resumes and how the interview process works. Attendees can also have their resumes reviewed by a hiring professional. http://www.turningpointconsulting.com.au/student-events-calendar/

Macleay College
Open Day: Sat 16th January, 9.30am, 28 Foveaux St, Surry Hills
Learn about the courses available, hear from students and graduates about their compulsory Internship Programme, view the campus, and listen to guest lecturers who work in the industry. https://macleay.edu.au/campaign/open-day-january-16

Open Universities Australia
Career Advice and Online Readiness Tools: Open Universities Australia has two online services to assist future students with their study decisions. The career advice tool aims to help students in their career choice. Search options and based on job type and industry type. http://www.open.edu.au/careers

TSFX
Succeeding in the HSC: Sat 14th November, University of Sydney, Camperdown. Sun 22nd November, University of NSW, Kensington. Available for students studying Year 11 or Year 12 in 2016, the event will feature a range of guest speakers and HSC exam markers. Attendees will learn about the systems and strategies they can implement to maximize their marks, discover the biggest mistakes made by past HSC students, and learn how to reduce stress and workloads. The event will be used to raise funds for the Fred Hollows Foundation http://www.tsfx.com.au/?hsc-program=mastering-the-hsc

Matrix Education
UMAT Preparation 2016 Session 2
> Lesson 1: Logical Reasoning and Problem Solving: Sun 25th October, 9.30am – 12.30pm
> Lesson 2: Understanding People: Sun 1st November, 9.30am – 12.30pm
> Lesson 3: Non-verbal Reasoning: Sun 8th November, 9.30am – 12.30pm
> Lesson 4: Mock Exam: Sun 15th November, 9.30am – 12.30pm

Dr Frederick Osman | Director of Vocational Education and RTO Manager (Careers Education)
THIS WEEK...

Friday, 6 November 2015
IB - Examinations continue (TR)
3:45pm Years 8-12 - Cadets - Remembrance Services with OTU (7) (Chapel)
3:45pm - 8:00pm Trinity Chess Championship (S3.1 & S3.2)
6:00pm Basketball - CAS Round 4 - 1sts & 2nds Trinity vs Cranbrook (BBQ - Old Gym 5.00pm)
8:45pm Basketball - 1sts Basketball Post Match Presentation (DH)

Saturday, 7 November 2015
CAS - Round 4 - Trinity vs Cranbrook
9:00am - 10:00am Junior School - Open Day
10:00am - 12:00pm Open Day - Middle & Senior School (Morning Tea 9:30am TR) - M. Treweeke
12:00pm Cricket - 2 Day - Round 3 - Trinity vs Knox - Lunch 12pm (DH) -

Sunday, 8 November 2015
9:00am Cadets - Remembrance Day (Ashfield)

Monday, 9 November 2015
IB - Examinations continue (TR)
7:00am Excursion - Year 11 (Preliminary and IB classes) - Visual Arts Camp departs (Bundanon)
7:30am - 5:00pm MSHM Parent Meetings - Year 7, 2016 (DH)
8:30am - 3:30pm Excursion - Year 12 Geography (Homebush Bay)

Tuesday, 10 November 2015
IB - Examinations continue (TR)
7:30am - 5:00pm MSHM Parent Meetings - Year 7, 2016 (DH)
8:00am Water Polo - CIS Trials (Knox) - B. Duffy
8:30am Remembrance Day Observance & Cadet Catafalque Party
4:30pm Excursion - Year 11 (Preliminary and IB classes) - Visual Arts Camp returns (Bundanon)
7:00pm Years 9 & 10 - Parent Information Evening - 5.1 Mathematics (AH, TR & OR)

Wednesday, 11 November 2015
IB - Examinations continue (TR)
7:30am - 5:00pm MSHM Parent Meetings - Year 7, 2016 (DH)
8:00am Cadets - War Graves Ceremony, Drill Squad
8:30am Remembrance Day Observance & Cadet Catafalque Party

Thursday, 12 November 2015
IB - Examinations continue (TR)
2:45pm - 3:40pm IB Performance Recordings (OR)
6:30pm - 10:00pm Chamber of Music Concert (DG)

Friday, 13 November 2015
IB - Examinations continue (TR)
7:30am - 5:00pm MSHM Parent Meetings - Year 7, 2016 (DH)
9:30am - 3:00pm Year 11 Cadets attending Prep School - Year 2 Cadet Activity Day
2:00pm Cricket - 2 Day - Round 4 - Trinity vs Cranbrook (Day 1)
6:00pm Swimming & Diving - CAS Invitation (SOPAC)
6:45pm - 9:30pm Boarders Excursion to Sky Zone (Alexandria)

CANTEEN | CAFETERIA ROSTER

WEEK 6 | 9th November - 13th November
Monday Ellis, J; Hooper, A; Oo, Htar H.
Tuesday Keogh, M; Kenny, L; Thomas, A.
Wednesday Khoury, F; Kostoglou, O; Moore, D.
Thursday Nigro, D.
Friday Bellero, V.

WEEK 7 | 16th November - 20th November
Monday Shohat, Y; Varvaris, D.
Tuesday Ewida, G.
Wednesday Arraj, T; Griffith, K; Kostoglou, O; Moore, D; Morfis, S.
Thursday Balkwell, B.
Friday Gavin, J; Mouiaras, H; Sestan, A.